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Name: xDAC
Token Name: XDAC
Whitepaper: xDAC-Whitepaper
Industry: Governance
Founded: November 2017
Blockchain Platform: EOS
Token Platform: Ethereum ERC20
Price per Token: 0.001 ETH
Total Supply: 100 million
Token Sale: 40%
Use of Funds:
40% Research & Development
25% Marketing and Community
25% Operational
5% Legal & 5% Reserve
Core Team:
Oskar Duris [in]
Eric Stone [in]
Sergey Anpilogov [in]
Dmytro Stepanenko [in]
Alex Harmash
Michael Marquis [in]
Benjamin McDermott [in]
Advisors:
Luis Brecci, MBA, LL.M. [in]
Bas Geelen [in]
Conston Taylor [in]
Anna Cho [in]

Business Description:
xDAC is a platform for creating and managing
decentralized autonomous companies. It is a selfgoverned platform for profit-driven companies without
geographical limitations.
Problem:
Companies need to follow rules and regulations of each
jurisdiction separately. This often makes it too expensive
and difficult to manage companies worldwide.
Furthermore, business registration, government
agencies, financial institutions, and jurisdiction systems
are not connected. This makes it slow and practically
impossible to automate.
Solution:
xDAC platform takes full advantage of decentralized
ledger technology and lets anyone create and manage a
company without the limitations of geography. All xDAC
Companies are governed by same rules.
Platform aggregates three components (governance,
finances, and workforce) together in one place, so
company processes are fast and automated.
Markets:
472 million entrepreneurs worldwide attempting to
start 305 million companies. Approximately 100 million
new businesses (or one third) open each year around
the world.

Competitors:
Aragon.one, DAOStack – Focus on DAO creation and governance. DAO is non-profit organization
consisting of participants regulated by set of smart contracts.
Competitive Advantage:
DAO concept is not suitable for profit-driven companies because it is missing company structures
(CEO, CTO, etc) and responsible person to enter into agreements with other entities. xDAC is
focusing on creation and governance of small businesses and corporations and their automation.
Execution Plan:
Beta version of xDAC Platform is planned to be released early 2019. After deployment on EOS
network, we start building relationships with different industries. First target will be intellectual
services (Information and communication technologies, Consultancy, Research, etc.). After that
service industry (Telecommunication, Tourism, Mass media, Retail sales, Franchising, Real estate,
Education, Financial services, Investment management, Professional services, Accounting, Legal
services, Management consulting, etc.).
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